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Disk-to-Disk recovery is enabled.Q: ConcurrentDaemon
thread I use the concurrent.Daemon to create a daemon
thread. import concurrent.futures def main(): futures =

[futures.Future() for i in range(5)] with
concurrent.DaemonContext() as threadpool: futur =

concurrent.futures.as_completed(futures, threadpool) for
future in futures: future.result() I expected that, the thread

is created immediately after main() has been called.
However, it seems the thread is not created until the for
loop finish. E.g. 2015-09-17 22:20:47.760528929+0800

async_map_callee[1555:187345] *** Terminating app due
to uncaught exception 'Cannot access a disposed object. Is
it the correct expectation? I have searched from the docs
and source code, but cannot find a explanation. A: What

you are seeing is the expected behavior. The
documentation says this about the daemon thread: Creates
a new thread in the daemon pool of the given context. New

threads created by this method will inherit the context’s
daemon status. Therefore, when you create the Future
object with async_futures.Future() (which is a call to the
type constructor of the Future type), you create a new
thread in the thread pool with the same state as the
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